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As I go...
The pace of transition is quickening! As this edition of the newsletter arrives
in your hands, barely a couple of weeks remain before Martha and I depart
for our new home.
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Thank you for your graciousness and patience. Thank you for all the ways in
which you have exemplified the life of love into which the Spirit invites us.
Thank you for the wonderful and touching celebration on May 20. These are
memories we will hold in our hearts.
It has been a great privilege to share holy moments of people’s lives. Sometimes these moments are happy and sometimes they are sad, but all of them
are filled with the presence of God. All of them are what are known as “thin
places” in which the boundary between heaven and earth is negligible. Over
the last few months, as the prospect of retirement and moving from Ithaca
have taken on a greater reality, I have been increasingly aware of the thin
places we have inhabited together.
I have sometimes thought of my pastoral work as conducting experiments of
love. Sometimes these experiments have been uncomfortable, sometimes
they have been downright painful. Sometimes they have led to forgiveness
and reconciliation, sometimes they have underlined differences and conflicts.
But they have all been opportunities – taken or not – to receive the grace of
God. My prayer is always that my heart, and the hearts of everyone, be increasingly open to receive that grace and expand the realm of compassion.
Though our time together in the work and play of St. Paul’s comes to an end,
we will continue to keep our hearts open to be led and transformed by the
Spirit. And as Charles Wesley so eloquently put it:
And if our fellowship below
in Jesus be so sweet,
what height of rapture shall we know
when round his throne we meet.

Please read Rev. Teressa
Sivers’ letter of introduction on page 4.

Blessings,
Pastor John
Senior Pastor

St. Paul’s is a compassionate community, led and transformed by the Spirit.
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June Lectionary Readings
June 3
1 Sam 3:1-20
Ps 139:1-6, 13-18
2 Cor 4:5-12
Mark 2:23-3:6
June 10
1 Sam 8:4-20
(11:14-15)
Ps 138
2 Cor 4:13-5:1;
Mk 3:20-35

June 17
Father’s Day
1 Sam15:34-16:13
Ps 20 or Ps 72
2 Cor 5:6-10
(11-13), 14-17
Mk 4:26-34
June 24
1 Sam 17:
(1a, 4-11, 19-23)
32-49
Psalm 9:9-20
2 Cor 8:7-15
Mk 5:21-43

Final Words
Pastor John will share his final sermon with us
on June 10. He will preach from the Gospel
reading, Mark 3:20-35 and his theme will be:
He’s out of his mind!
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Prayer at St. Paul’s
Prayer is an important part of the St. Paul’s community. It is the way in which we share our concerns and joys
with God and with each other.
We welcome requests and expressions of gratitude as part of the Gathered Prayers that ar e spoken in wor ship. This is a public form of prayer. For prayers that are more private, you are invited to use the Prayer
Chain email group which is made up of people who commit themselves to regularly praying for each other
and for the people for whom prayers are requested. Information shared within this group is confidential.

Please contact Rev. Debbie Allen, dallen@stpaulsithaca.org, if you have prayer requests for the Gathered
Prayers or the Prayer Chain. It helps if you are specific about which of these prayer options you would like to
use.
Prayer Request: Pray that the United Methodist Church will welcome all persons without
discrimination because of their sexual orientation or gender identification.

Loving Care Notes, from Debbie

At one time or another, most of us have had the experience of receiving cards that acknowledged various significant occasions in our lives – times of new
life and times of sickness and loss, celebrations of
holidays, birthdays, graduation, and retirement. We
appreciated hearing from the senders of these cards
because we were reminded that others care about us
and that our joy or sorrow is shared. If you’re like
me, you save the most thoughtful or amusing cards
and reread them now and then when you want to recall your relationship with the sender.
For a number of years, St. Paul’s has had a Card
Ministry. Seven people are currently volunteering to
send cards to members of the congregation who may
not be able to attend church and others who attend
church, but are facing difficult circumstances in their
lives. Cards are sent to a different group of four people every two months. Some people make their own
cards and others use cards that are purchased or provided by the church. These cards are meant to represent the caring of the entire congregation as well as
the individual who sends the card.

Since I have been working at St. Paul’s, I have heard
from several recipients that these cards lift their spirits and brighten their days. I have also heard from
card senders that they feel connected to the people to
whom they send cards and find this ministry very
rewarding. If you think you would enjoy being a part
of the Card Ministry Team, please let me know. It
would be helpful to have more participants so we
can reach out to more members of the congregation
and let them know that we care.
Blessings always,
Debbie
Rev. Debbie Allen,
Loving Care Coordinator
dallen@stpaulsithaca.org
607-273-5971
Office Hours:
Mondays and Tuesdays, 9:30 am - 4:00 pm

“God bless the trees who gave us these pages. May our words be worthy of the gift. “
You can access a color version of the newsletter via our website, http://stpaulsithaca.org/newsletters/
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An Introduction, from Pastor Teressa Sivers
Grace and peace to you all at
St. Paul's! June blessings! As
I write this note we are all on
the eve of Pentecost, preparing for a Sunday filled with
wind and flame, clear evidence of God's breath-taking Spirit on the move. In
July, as we come together in mission and ministry, the
church will be worshiping within the "Season after
Pentecost." However, I prefer to see it as the "Season
of Pentecost," for that beautiful Spirit keeps moving in
us and among us and through us, and will not be
stopped. I hope and pray that together we may open
our arms, hearts, minds, and souls wide to feel the
movement and to be moved. Before that happens, let
me spend a moment introducing myself and my family.

My full name is Teressa McConnell Sivers, holding
my maiden name as my middle name. I graduated
seminary from Duke University, Duke Divinity
School, in 2001 with a Masters of Divinity. Prior to
seminary, I worked in psychology in Pennsylvania and
New York. I am married to Douglas R. Sivers (for 26
years on June 21), who is a Nurse Practitioner in family medicine, and worked as an emergency department
nurse for over 20 years. We have two adult children-Devyn and Aidan. Devyn is a middle school teacher in
Frederick, MD and is engaged to be married in October of this year. Her fiance, Michael, is a geologist.
Aidan is 19 years old and is exploring what his future
will hold. He will be moving with us to Ithaca as he
continues to explore all the possibilities. We have two
beloved four-legged members of the family: a very
large, very friendly black cat named Hooch and a very
little, very lovable Chihuahua-Jack Russell dog named
Toby.
My life to this point has been very Spirit-led. My call
to ministry came very, very early in my life but I answered it a little later than many do. I am the daughter
of a dairy farmer and a first-grade teacher/building
principal--Bob and Barb McConnell--and have one
sibling, a sister. My childhood years were filled with
joy and variety--all the chores and fun of farm life
paired with lots of museums, music, books (LOTS of
books) and culture. I began life involved with a small

town church in a small college community, but after
marriage moved to a mega-church in urban Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. Doug and I both live with "an ear to
the wind," going where we feel we are called. After
our wedding, we were called to Baton Rouge, where
nurses were in high demand. We became very active at
Broadmoor UMC, a 6000+ member church. We served
in youth ministry, outreach ministry, and a young adult
small group. In Baton Rouge I answered the Spirit's
call that had been whispering and shouting at me for
quite some time. That call moved us from Baton
Rouge to Durham, North Carolina and to Duke University. Doug and I both became very involved in
church and community in Durham. After I graduated,
the Spirit-wind blew us north and closer to family, settling us in the Lake Wallenpaupack area of the Pocono
Mountains for several years. Ten years ago, the Spirit
deposited us in Oneonta, where our children finished
school and Doug's calling moved him into the role of
nurse practitioner.
In Oneonta I have been very involved in the community, hosting many vigils, rallies, and protests, serving
on the City Commission on Community Relations and
Human Rights, and working with the interfaith community on many ministries and events. I helped to
found a community ministry called Caring Connections, working with different faith communities and
Catholic Charities. Caring Connections greets people
in need, listens to their stories, discerns the scope of
their needs, helps them navigate the tricky world of
social services and networks over 70 faith communities to meet the needs that do not qualify for social or
state services. Through our Upper NY Annual Conference, I chaired the task force that launched a brand
new ministry, Imagine No Racism, the first ministry of
its kind in our denomination.
And now, that bright, beautiful Holy Spirit is bringing
us together for a whole new adventure. I cannot wait to
see what She has in store for us, and how that will impact Ithaca and the larger world around us. I am eager
to meet you all and am open to the love and energy
that will lead us forward. May the Spirit fill us and
guide us! Amen!
- Pastor Teressa Sivers
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An Invitation to Imagine!
by Co-Lay Leader Lydia Dolch
Pastor John and I determined it is time to share the
exciting work of a group of St. Paulians. The Building
Futures Visioning Team is guiding the congr egation through a process of discernment in order to find
ways we can be a center of transformation for the
community and the world while also creating spaceuse income that will help our building be more self
sustaining.

be able to sell the entire church for about $400,000.
The parsonage would sell for a bit more, however, we
would still need to provide housing or an allowance to
the pastor. We could rent worship space, but then we
would be limited in programmatic and office space
during the week. We could buy land outside of town
and build for about four million dollars. None of these
options seemed logistically or financially wise.

This project has been so incredible that we want everyone to be part of it and feel the sense of community,
vision and Spirit that are fueling it. There is a fulllength explanation of the process in the May 13 sermon I shared with the congregation. We encourage
you to watch it in the Youtube video archives on our
website: www.stpaulsithaca.org starting at the 47 minute mark.

Then Frost Travis shared his perspective of abundance: Ithaca’s downtown is experiencing 3% growth
per year. We are in a prime location in a successful
and walkable, bussable, bikeable downtown area, and
we have done an excellent job of maintaining our almost 100 year-old buildings.

For as long as I can remember people have seen this
old building as beautiful and spiritual and an endless
money sink. About every 10 years or so, we have
reexamined the questions: should we stay here? Sell
and Move? Build somewhere? All those questions
caused anxiety, and insecurity but no solutions.
Here is how the Holy Spirit works:
A few years ago Bob Miller moved back to Ithaca after retiring from being an engineer in charge of the
physical operations of a multi-million dollar company.
Using his skill set, Bob crunched every potential
maintenance expenditure this church might have in the
next thirty years. He figured out that a one-time capital
campaign along with plate donations would ensure the
health and wellbeing of the St. Paul’s for the next thirty years.
After the trustees approved Bob’s proposal, Pastor
John brought together a group of people to look at
Bob’s plan and respond. One of the first tasks was to
claim a spirit of faith and abundance rather than an
attitude of scarcity and fear. Then the team looked at
the feasibility of selling this building and building,
renting, or buying another one:
A commercial real estate firm estimated that we might

To me, the capital improvement plan made sense as
the nuts and bolts foundational work. As a homeowner, I know how important it is to be attentive to regular
maintenance in order to safely support an active family. As a lifelong church member, I also know that part
of my job is to contribute to the physical wellbeing of
my church home.
However, a dedicated group of St. Paulians spent several years discerning our mission as A Compassionate
Community Lead and Transformed by the Spirit. The
spiritual ‘feelings’ part of me wanted to know how the
building could be a conduit for us to live more fully
toward our mission, building on the foundation.
The team used a quick protocol to brainstorm ways in
which our building could be a place of transformation
for the community and the world, and become selfsustaining so our income relies more on space rental.
The group was tasked to come up with sixteen ideas in
four minutes. This is where the Holy Spirit entered in.
Leaders who had been stuck for decades came up with
not 16 but 26 ideas and kept going. The same thing
happened at Church Council.
Then the challenge was to figure out clear priorities
with more than 26 ideas! The solution? We need to
discern how the Spirit is transforming us by fully
opening up to its movement with more perspectives

Continued on page 9
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From the Local & World Missions Team: Address Hunger with your Letters
Sundays, May 27, June 3 & 10, before and after worship, at St. Paul’s
St. Paulians are invited to join other Ithaca-area
churches in an Offering of Letters with the Christian
hunger advocacy group Bread for the World.
For over 40 years, Bread for the World-- founded by
pastors on the Lower East Side of New York City but
now based in Washington DC-- has hosted an Offering
of Letters to demonstrate and elicit bipartisan support
for measures that address the causes and effects of
hunger. An Ithaca-area Offering of Letters initiative
has been growing among local churches over the past
five years, aiming this year for an Offering of 700 letters among seven to eight churches. (Last year, four
churches wrote 360 letters!)
This year’s Offering of Letters addresses federal
budget issues that impact children and families, most
specifically SNAP (Supplemental Food Assistance
Program), tax credits for low income workers, and
global humanitarian relief programs. From Bread for
the World come the following challenging statistics:


In the U.S., food insecurity, although declining,
continues to plague some 40 million people--over
12% of U.S. households.



Globally, some 815 million people live in hunger,
a rise in numbers after a decade of decline.



SNAP and the earned income tax credit have
helped move millions of people in the U.S. out of
poverty, the largest portion of whom are children.



U.S. foreign hunger assistance and humanitarian
relief save millions of lives each year.

Bread for the World reminds us that, as Christians, we
are called to be a voice for the least of these, with the
grace and generosity of Christ that transcends personal, political and national bounds.
Bread for the World urges personal letters, directed to
our Congressional leaders. A sample letter follows.
On Sunday, May 27, June 3 and 10, your Local/World
Missions Team will provide an informational table at
St. Paul’s, with copies of sample letters and letterwriting materials. Letters written by St. Paulians will
be dedicated on June 10 and hand-carried by the Ithaca
-area Bread for the World volunteers to a statewide

gathering that week. Alternatively, if you want to read
more about the Offer, study up on SNAP or other issues, and write at your leisure, mailing information for
our Congressional delegation will be available. The
Bread for the World website, www.bread.org, and particularly the Offer page, bread.org/ol, have a wealth of
information and resource links.
And, of course, prayers, discernment, questions and
conversation about hunger issues and advocacy in our
midst are always in order. – Local & World Missions

Sample letter from Bread for the World
Date:
Dear Sen. __ or Dear Rep. ___:

As Congress works on the fiscal year 2019 budget
and spending bills, I ask you to invest in and protect key programs that will reduce hunger and poverty.
Our country and the world have made progress
against hunger and poverty in recent decades. I
want you to continue to invest in programs like
SNAP and tax credits for low-income workers.
Continued funding for programs that reduce hunger
and poverty around the world are also important to
me.
My faith calls me to urge you to make public investments that will move us toward the end of hunger.
Sincerely,
[Your Name and Address]

Looking for something new this summer?
The Rescue Mission is in need of volunteers daily to
help with their food pantry. The food pantry is open
weekdays from 9:00 - 11:00 am and 2:00 - 4:00 pm.
Volunteer for one shift or several every week. Love to
coordinate volunteers or work on the computer?
Rescue Mission is in need of someone to coordinate
and encourage volunteers.
If you are able to help, please contact Dick Tabor,
607-319-0228, rctabor2003@yahoo.com.
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Connections Corner
Secret Handshake not Required: Please add to everyone's comfort by wearing your name tag this month-avoid the embarrassing "duck and dodge" that happens when you avoid talking to someone, because you
think you should know their name, but you can’t remember it! Guests and forgetful members alike will
appreciate the effort you made to wear it. Would you
like a name tag? Send your request
to: ahorst@stpaulsithaca.org
New Photo Directory in the Works! Photographer s
will be standing by on five upcoming Sundays in June
and July to take your picture! The photo directory will
be an indispensable tool to help the St. Paul's community get to know one another better, and it will also
help our Pastor to be, Rev. Teressa Sivers, to get to
know us! Would you like to be included? Then stick
around after the service, June 3, 17, 24, and July 8,
15.
Saying Goodbye: The only thing constant in life is
change, yet most of us favor familiar patterns and people. Wanting to avoid discomfort is natural, but when
we face our discomfort, feel it, and open our hearts to
what's next, we grow.
A pastor leaving is one of those disruptive changes
that can cause many of us to feel uncomfortable. It
can bring up a whole host of difficult emotions: grief
and sadness because of how much we have enjoyed
being with and learning from them, and fear at the prospect of the unknown. The intensity of the emotions
comes and goes in waves and can even be mixed with
additional confusing counter emotions like joy, anticipation and excitement. John's retirement, and his and
Martha's consequent move to Rochester is preparing
me for my fledging daughter's departure in July when
she will leave for a year in India as a Rotary exchange
student.

So, saying goodbye to Pastor John and Martha is
mixed with the complicated feelings of past and future
goodbyes. Two thoughts give me comfort, and I share
them with you now. The first is about how I can put
myself into their shoes and experience the joy they are
feeling about the next phase of their lives together in
retirement after a long and productive career. A world
of possibilities awaits them.

The second mental image that is giving
me strength now is that of my hands,
cupped, as if to receive water from a
spring. Here, the people in my life land,
and then leave when it’s time. With my
hands open, I put aside my resistance,
which helps my heart open to the movement of the
Holy Spirit. I have decided that I am not going to hold
myself to any expectation of "saying goodbye gracefully". I am going to say goodbye and God Speed in
the way that comes--with mixed emotions, tears,
laughter and lots of gratitude.
Pastor John and Martha's time at St. Paul's has been a
blessing. As a result of their ministries, I am now a
stronger Christian. I am infused with a desire to study
the bible, thanks to Pastor John's passion for biblical
scholarship and his ability to make the passages so relevant to my life now.
If you haven't already done so, I encourage you to
write a note to Pastor John and share one or two of
your own memories about what you have learned from
his time here as pastor. It will be a treasured gift. In
an article featured on the UMC website, umc.org, Joe
Iovino writes that saying goodbye, though emotionally
challenging, is a significant first step in the transition
process. He quotes a colleague, Rev. Bob Kaylor:
“For me, as a pastor...one of the things I really
have appreciated was when people took the
time to sit down and write a note, expressing
their appreciation for that time in ministry together… I keep those with me as I move to the
new place… There’s no greater gift than
that…”
“As a parishioner, I want to bless the pastor on
his or her way out.” When we say goodbye
well, “it not only helps the pastor, it helps me
emotionally and spiritually make that transition; to say this has ended and now I'm looking
forward to a new pastoral leader.”
A final suggestion made by Iovino in the article is to
include the pastors, old and new, in your prayers. In
this way, we work on a transition that is smooth. To
read the full article: http://www.umc.org/what-webelieve/were-getting-a-new-pastor-what-can-i-do.
Continued on page 10
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St. Paul’s Discernment Committee: End of year meeting and ideas to consider for the future
Submitted by Lisa Harris
The Discernment Committee met once a month in
2017-18, on the first Tuesday of each month. We spent
the year learning ways to approach social justice and
personal issues by practicing discernment, by locating
the “both/and” in each situation, and by learning to
locate the common ground upon which we stand as
Christians and United Methodists.
When we met last week, we took a look over our
shoulders at who we were when we began, who we are
now and what had coming together done for us? How
did we think we had changed? Where did we see the
committee going forward?
We considered first what we liked the most about the
group and the meetings. We all agreed we liked sharing stories, concerns and hopes. We talked about how
looking at conundrums kept us mindful of how healthy
self-doubt can help lead individuals to wisdom. We
took large and small problems, held them to the light,
and viewed them with love. We established a safe,
trusting environment where we could each be vulnerable, humble, and analytical.
Second, we agreed that the charge of the group needed
to be clearer. What is its purpose? Contemplation. Or
is it also intended to be advisory to church council? Is
it ongoing? Or was it just this year? Where will the
new minister take it? How does the practice of discernment potentially help us at our place of worship and in
our place as citizens of this country and the world? Is
it to be used as a wisdom group to assist in decision
making?
Last, we made a short list of recommendations to the
Church for this committee/small group:




Have it become a small book group which reads
and reviews the working draft of the revised United Methodist Social Principles. (You may download the revised Social Prinicples here: https://
www.umcjustice.org/documents/89.text).
Use the group to help infuse all aspects of the
church’s existing committees with an understanding of how to use discernment at church and in our
daily lives.



Have a series of discernment days throughout the
year where discernment is practiced in a safe and
supportive setting so all of us know the process
and can use it to create peace in the world while
confronting difficulty.

We agreed that having the process of discernment
widely understood and employed would help individuals and communities. Two discernment practices used
in the UMC are outlined below:
I. Deep Intuition and Insight
1. Engage in meaningful discernment with active listening.
2. Respect our differences and embrace our unity in
Christ.

3. Welcome the movement of the Holy Spirit and be
open to new revelations.
4. Be intentionally inclusive of all God’s people.
5. Be willing to reposition the prism through which
we view the world.
6. Be mindful of the impact processes have on God’s
people.

7. Engage in radical openness to foster genuine dialogue and cooperation.
Guiding Questions:


What is active listening?



Who are God’s people?



What is radical openness?



How is it similar to or different from radical compassion for all?

II. Conflict Discernment--Personal, Professional,
Public, Private, Political, and Spiritual: How to Examine one’s Self, How to Approach Another
1. Begin in prayer. (1) Use kenosis. (2) Ask God for
direction.

Continued on page 9
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Discernment Committee, continued from page 8
2. Briefly identify the issue.

Guiding Questions:

3. State your position.



4. State your perception of the other person’s or
group’s position.

Kenosis: What techniques work for you to selfempty?



5. Put yourself in the other’s shoes. How do you think
you contributed to the problem?

How do you ask God for direction? How do you
listen?



Radical Compassion: What does this mean to you?

6. Describe the need you want addressed.
7. How can the Bible help?
8. Is there history? How is it impacting the situation?
9. What steps can you take to remain calm? Confident?
Connected? How do you feel and demonstrate compassion for all - radical compassion?

Imagine!, continued from page 5
and ideas.
Paul Eshelman and I started hosting Imagination
Walks. We do this by walking around key places on
the building and grounds and imagining how this
space could tbe a place of transformation for the community and the world and provide income.
Again, the Holy Spirit entered in. While some of the
team’s original ideas of creating more office space and
heating the gym were mentioned, the two groups came
up with other concepts such as an extension of the
Global Roots Playschool into an outdoor play-based
afterschool program.
More ideas surfaced, like expanding the Soulful Living spiritual development space and workshops,
providing services for elders who need a watchful eye
during the day, and starting a training kitchen and
child friendly cafe that serves as a place to help refugees and immigrants build employable skills in a new
culture. People shared ideas such as child-friendly interactive artwork and sculpture paired with a timeline
of the churches’ history around the outside of the

church along with a wheelchair accessible heartshaped labyrinth in front of the main steps.
These ideas are just the beginning. We need to involve
more people to open up to the biggest perspective of
the transformational spirit in our midst.
If you enjoy being creative and dreaming you can sign
up to be on future Imagination Walks, or share ideas
via email, (lydiakdolch@gmail.com). If you are a doer, we are looking for people interested in design who
would like to document and share this process. If you
like to use tools, send me your name and skill set!
If you are a person who loves encouraging others,
praying or meditating, please pray for us to stay
grounded and find clarity as to what it means for our
buildings to be catalysts for compassionate community
led and transformed by the Spirit!
In faith and community,
Lydia Dolch
lydiakdolch@gmail.com
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Faith Explorers
The Faith Explorers have been very
busy working on “special projects.” We
have made a welcome video about ourselves for Pastor Teressa. We have studied, explored, and made our own labyrinths, and are
working on making felt story boards for the younger
kids prayground area.
If any parents, grandparents or other adults want to join
us, let Laura know!

Childcare
One of our wonderful childcare workers, Bella, is graduating from Cornell
this month! We thank her for her
years of service to St. Paul’s kids and
wish her well in the future!
 If you, or someone you know of, is looking to gain

some childcare experience this summer and beyond, please contact Laura Dolch,
ldolch@stpaulsithaca.org. You must be 16 and
available Sunday mornings from 10 am - 12 pm.

Casowasco
There are forms on the table in the narthex for campships. If you’d like to be considered for funds, please
fill out and return the form to Laura Dolch,
ldolch@stpaulsithaca.org, or the main office asap.
Please also let Laura know if/when your child is attending camp so we can send them a postcard. Campers love getting mail!

children who may not otherwise be interested or able
to come to church.
This is an evolving project. In response to some folks
being concerned about noise levels, we developed
some helpful guidelines for caretakers and children.
They are posted in the Prayground and we share them
here for your reference:

Guidelines for caretakers:
Welcome to the Prayground!
We have designed this space as a place where young
children and their families feel at home during the
service. Here are a few guidelines to meet the needs
of all who worship in this sacred space:
Per our safe sanctuary policy, caregivers need to
supervise their children at all times.
Caregivers remind children to use quiet voices and
choose quiet activities once the worship service
starts.
Children participate in clean up in an age appropriate way.
Guidelines for children:
(these have words as well as picture representations)
Quiet Voices

Quiet Bodies
Help Clean up
Please share feedback or ideas:
lydiakdolch@gmail.com

Prayground
We are a compassionate community led and transformed by the Spirit. If you have been at St. Paul’s in
the last few months, you may have noticed the spirited
transformation to our physical space outdoors, in back
of the sanctuary. The Prayground springs from a need
for young children and their caretakers to have a safe,
contained place to participate in the worship service
when the little ones are not ready or interested in childcare. It is also an outward symbol of the value we place
in creating a warm, supportive environment for people
in all stages of life— including families with young

Goodbye, Continued from page 7
Our prayers and blessings go with you, John and Martha! Many thanks for all you have contributed to the
beautiful life and community we have at St. Paul's.
—Anne Horst, Hospitality & Connections Coordinator

***Please note: Church offices are closed on Friday. ***
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Global Roots Auction
Help raise critical funds that enable children and families to be part of the Global Roots Play School community! Scholarships help low income families who
would not otherwise be able to access childcare support. Affordable childcare gives parents, especially
mothers, the empowering choice to attend English as a
Second Language classes or work to support family
needs.

Global Roots Play School is an initiative of Ithaca Welcomes Refugees.
Since launching in September 2017:
- 24 children, from 18 months to five years old, have
been served.
- Families are from 13 different
countries including Afghanistan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,
Burma/Karen community, China, Ecuador, Indonesia, Japan,
Taiwan, Korea and Romania.
- At least two thirds of our children have a parent in English language classes.
Your bid will help to make these important scholarships possible! T o bid, go to the “Upcoming Events”
page of the St. Paul’s website for the link, or
https://www.32auctions.com/globalrootsplayschool.

Friendship Center Lunches
♥ Thank you to the Tenney Small Group for
preparing the Friendship Center Lunches for
May. The Local and World Mission Team will prepare
them in June.
In the future, food items, except peanut butter and jelly,
will need to be provided by the group preparing the
lunches. Paper products, bags, and gloves, as well as
the pb&j, will be purchased from donations given to the
St. Paul’s Friendship Center Lunch fund.
 There continues to be a need for groups to pro-

vide and prepare the lunches. Please contact Dick
Tabor, 607-319-0228 or rctabor2003@yahoo.com.

Thank you, St. Paul’s!
Thanks to the generosity of St. Paul's, we were able to
deliver 32 bags of food and $1,700 to the Ithaca Kitchen Cupboard held at the Salvation Army building.
Thank you for the donations which help purchase food
at a discounted price. The Local and World Mission
team is very grateful for your support!

